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Welcome

Successful 1st Pateke season

to the Summer 2020 edition of the
Rotokare Bush Telegraph!

We are thrilled to announce that pāteke have bred in Taranaki for the first time
in around a century! 20 radio-tagged endemic pāteke were reintroduced to
Rotokare in May 2019, after being absent in Taranaki for c.100 years. This was
always going to be a challenging reintroduction project, with the pāteke being
expected to venture out of the fenced-sanctuary into surrounding farmland. In
the 1st few weeks post-release 8 died — with feral cats proved responsible for
at least some deaths, but we responded quickly, and around 80 feral cats have
since been dispatched in the surrounding landscape. The 12 surviving pāteke
settled in and have offspring. At
Camera footage showing a pāteke adult and
least four different broods with 6Rotokare-hatched juveniles
8 ducklings in each have been
recorded. Juveniles have since
been seen around the lake, and
pāteke have been visiting nearby
farm ponds and returning safely,
a promising sign for the
population’s recovery.

A big thank you for helping us with:
VOLUNTEER COMSUMABLES
Lyna Samosir—donation towards
volunteer tea / coffee / biscuits
Julie Larcom—donation of hot and
cold beverages for volunteers
Moturoa School—edible goodies for
volunteers
OTHER DONATIONS
Forgotten 43—donation from sales of
Rotokare Lager
Ngaere School—cash donation
towards Rotokare conservation, raised
by their EnviroGroup

Tommy McKerras
Summer Trainee Ranger

A student in the Nelson Marlborough
Institute of Technology’s (NMIT)
Trainee Ranger Programme, Tommy
McKerras joined the Rotokare whānau
Ash receives the donation from Ngaere
for Summer as Trainee Ranger. He
School students
quickly became indispensable to the
team, excelling on every front across
VOLUNTEERING EFFORTS
our operations. Tommy also got
DFE Pharma—for two days of help on involved in the perch research
track maintenance and line clearing
programme led by University of
Waikato, installing and checking
whakaweku (fish aggregation devices).
Tommy has returned to complete his
source. We wish Tommy all the best!
Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
DFE Pharma team at Rotokare

Follow us for news and stories!

Tommy displays a whakaweku / fern bundle

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Reserve Update

From the Trust

Notes from the Chair - Mike Weren
Greetings Friends and Supporters - As of October 2019 I am serving my second
stint as Trust Chair. Steve Kane has stepped back after 5-years (Steve is still an
active trustee). My role involves working closely with Simon (Sanctuary Manager)
and with my fellow trustees and volunteers. As a founding trustee (formally addicted
to Rotokare since 2004) I am amazed by the energy and momentum this community
-led project has maintained!
As a governing body, the Trust meets monthly with the Sanctuary Manager, and several trustees also attend
monthly community-committee meetings. Trustees are all involved as volunteers in different ways (building
projects, guiding, wildlife work, pest-trapping, fundraising, etc). The trustee role is 100% voluntary, something
we feel is important to highlight, and without exception we are all passionate and proud to be actively involved.
‘Live Autopsy’ – Detailed review of the organisation: In late 2019 we began a thorough review of our
organisation. This we anticipate taking a full year to complete, as this review focuses on a comprehensive
consultation process, with one on one meetings held by the review facilitator. We have received very useful
initial feedback, although we acknowledge much more feedback is required to get a thorough view of the
project through the eyes of others. In a future Bush Telegraph, we will be offering Friends of the Lake an
opportunity to provide feedback to some of our questions – we look forward to taking the opportunity for the
whole community to have input into the future of the Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust.

In the meantime, if you wish to offer feedback to the Trust, please direct this to Simon Collins
(simon@rotokare.org.nz / 06 764 8500) in the first instance – all feedback will be forwarded to the trust.

TKKR Kiwi

Taranaki Kōhanga Kiwi at Rotokare (TKKR)
TKKR Kiwi Ranger Doddy has been busy monitoring breeding kiwi at Rotokare. Adults males were regularly
monitored remotely for nesting activity throughout spring and summer. This season 5 kiwi nests were
monitored, produced 7 kiwi chicks, with 1 more nest (the last of the season) still being monitored. The chicks
are healthy and growing fast; Doddy and the team have been busy monitoring their health and changing their
transmitter harnesses regularly as they grow. Our kiwi population is booming and we’re working fast towards
moving kiwi into other suitable forests around Taranaki. The TKKR project, a partnership with the Taranaki Kiwi
Trust, has been operating for 8 years.
We welcomed three new genetically diverse founder kiwi this summer, bringing the total up to 36 founding kiwi
in Rotokare’s permanent population (estimated at c.150-170) Meet the newest members of our kiwi whanau:

Founder #34 Omahine

Founder #35 Mangatawa

Founder #36 Kotare

Arrived: 11th November, 2019

Arrived: 17th November, 2019

Arrived: 23rd December 2019

From: North of Waverley

From: Waitaanga Forest

From: Waitaanga Forest

Sponsored by: Beach Energy

Sponsored by: Worley Staff Social Group

Sponsored by: Filbee Enterprises

Reserve Update
Rotokare Biodiversity

Hihi / Stitchbird Update

Biodiversity Updates

Our beautiful hihi have had a great breeding season, with 37
chicks already banded. Several unbanded juveniles are being
regularly spotted by the team and visitors — these birds from
natural nests will be banded soon. One issue common with hihi is
mites in the nest, a factor that can contribute to chick mortality.
This season, we trialled an newly approved mite spray, which
significantly improved chick survival. Sugar consumption was
high through the summer but is now slowing down as the
breeding season has come to an end.

Freshly-banded hihi chick in its nest

Tītipounamu / Rifleman Update
Unbanded rifleman fledglings and nests have been spotted around Rotokare this breeding season so it’s safe
to say they are settling in well. Rifleman can be tricky to spot thanks to their tiny size, high-pitched calls, and
their tendency to hang around high up in the forest canopy. If you see a rifleman at Rotokare, please let the
team know!
Pāteke / Brown Teal Update

With the arrival of pāteke ducklings, pellet feeding has been a steady task, supplementing their diet and helping
to anchor them around Rotokare. Consumption at the feeders sky-rocketed in late spring with the arrival of
freshly-hatched young. Pāteke are being sighted regularly outside the fence, meaning increased trapping effort
in the main dispersal area has been crucial, including adapting to better control feral cats (see Page 4).
Mātātā / Fernbird and Pūweto / Spotless Crake Update

Trainee Ranger Tommy and our volunteers
surveying fernbirds and spotless crake

The annual survey for fernbird and spotless crake were conducted in
late November last year. Fernbird numbers have remain steady post
translocations to Pauatahanui and Mana Island over the past few
years. Results for spotless crake have been less clear given their
secretive nature; a repeat survey may be held later in the season to
detect them when they are more conspicuous post-breeding.

Species Feature: Taurepo
Common Name: New Zealand Gloxinia
Māori Name: Taurepo
Scientific Name: Rhabdothamnus solandri
This endemic North Island shrub is easily recognisable by its
characteristic trumpet-shaped orange-yellow flowers. A twiggy
lowland shrub, it is traditionally pollinated by nectar-feeding birds
like hihi/stitchbird, tūī, tīeke/saddleback, and korimako/bellbird.
However, with many of these birds now being rare or
endangered, taurepo populations across the country have
become threatened. While taurepo is present at Rotokare, it is
uncommon here, so work is beginning to increase the abundance
of this species at Rotokare.

Taurepo inflorescence / flower

Reserve Update

Tracks and Traps

Biosecurity

Tracking Tunnels and Pest Response
With the lake was open for boating and the sunny weather resulting in high visitors numbers, the team has
been on high alert for pest incursions. At the end of 2019, a mouse was caught by the north fence and a
response action was initiated. Peak season tracking card run over the summer holidays was clear. High-risk
monitoring in February produced 2 mouse prints, an immediate response was initiated, and a mouse caught
the following day. A possible rat sighting over Christmas was responded to, and a rodent dog survey of the
area and heightened monitoring has not produce any detection, but our ongoing monitoring and responsereadiness is always a top priority, week-in week-out.
Trapping
We are currently replacing trapping hardware through the sanctuary, upgrading DOC200 trap boxes and traps.
We run an extensive trapping programme within Rotokare to keep our native wildlife safe and the forest pestfree, but we need you to help us keep it this way. Please help us manage pest numbers by continuing to check
your belongings and vehicles before entering the reserve.
Willow Management
Our willow management is entering Phase 2—with most of the large
willow trees controlled in the previous seasons, our attention is now on
preventing saplings from re-establishing. On February 2nd, we
celebrated World Wetlands Day by tackling young willows on the
eastern arm of the lake. A team of volunteers worked to nip them in the
bud (pun intended!), cutting-and-pasting willows for the morning. Grants
from WWF and Wild for Taranaki have allowed us to engage
contractors to focus on intensive willow control in more challenging
areas, building on the efforts of our volunteers.

Triumphant willow hackers at a working-bee

Ops Update

Operations

Trainee Ranger Tommy and Litchy work on
the walkway

Walkway and Track Upgrades
We’ve been upgrading our walkways this summer, focusing on
maintaining and reinforcing existing walkways and laying the
groundwork for further track upgrades in problem areas around the
lake walkway. We’ve had a ton of help from corporate volunteers with
track construction and maintenance this season. A big thanks to the
teams from Ballance AgriNutrients and DFE Pharma for their amazing
support.

Rotokare Honey Update
Great news for Rotokare Honey lovers: we’re expecting a bumper
crop this year! Thanks to Bees and Trees Native Honey and with the
help of Eltham Lions, we had three bee-hive pallets with extra boxes
placed in the reserve to produce our special reserve honey—pots of
smooth and creamy nectar blends representing our rich and diverse
native flora. Rotokare Honey is available for $20 a jar (380g) at the
Rotokare Office, Eltham Timber and Supplies (North Road, Eltham),
and Forgotten 43 Brewery (Stratford).

The Bees and Trees team set up pallets
in the Rotokare bush

Reserve Update
Rotokare Halo

2019 was a big year for our Halo Project since Kane got on
the job. In the past year, close to 2,300 invasive pests have
been caught within the Halo, a massive effort by the Halo
Ongoing Activities
team. Here are the catch stats for the year—ship rat
Every Week
•
Hihi Monitoring
populations take the cake as usual with the highest number
KiwiThe
Monitoring
Hihi Sugar-Water Feed-out
of •catches.
feral cat trapping network is still actively
•
Walkway
Development
protecting
Rotokare’s
birds (especially pāteke) flying outside
Fence Check Routine
the• fenceTerm
to explore
surrounding
farmland.
To
date,
around
4 School Bookings
Trap Check Routine
80• have 22
been
trapped
since the pāteke arrived, thanks to
nd: Troy
Kingi @Eltham—Rotokare managing bar as fundraiser
Site Maintenance
the coordination of the Halo team and neighbouring landowners. The rigorous monitoring
has certainly paid off,
with adult and juvenile pāteke now being regularly sighted outside the fence!Sunday Working Bee (9.00am—
12.00pm)
We are currently expanding the Halo zone by ~1400ha all
around
Rotokare.
Our efforts will be particularly
TKT
•
Hihi
Monitoring
concentrated
around the Totara block, where kiwi will soon
•
Kiwi Monitoring
be released from Rotokare — this is in collaboration with
•
Walkway Development
South Taranaki Forest and Bird, and Taranaki Kiwi Trust.
Sth T F&B
Grounds
At •this stage,
onlyMaintenance
traps for mustelids and feral cats are
• deployed
Tracking
Monitoring
(Christmas
Year)
being
in Tunnel
the expansion
areas,
aiming to/ New
eliminate
the biggest threats to
growing kiwi and pāteke
populations.
Halo expansion aspirations identified in red

Halo Updates

November 2019

December 2019

January 2020
•

Hihi Monitoring

•

Kiwi Monitoring

•

Grounds Maintenance

•

Tracking Tunnel Monitoring (Christmas / New Year)

Lake Research

14th

Help us make our Halo safe for Rotokare’s birds—
we need volunteers to help deploy and check traps in the Halo.
Can you help? Contact Kane at 06 764 8500

Lake Research

School Holiday Programme—Survival Game

Since November last year, researchers from University of Waikato (led
nd
School Holiday
Programme
by22Prof.
Brendan
Hicks) Programme—Leafy
have been triallingForest
theirArt
Fish
Aggregation
Devices (FADs) in the lake as part of ongoing perch management
research. Once submerged, a FAD creates an artificial micro-habitat for
small fish to colonise, and can be hauled out to survey. The FAD design
is based on a traditional fishing tool called whakaweku - bundles of
bracken-fern tied together and suspended in the water. Six bundles
were set around the lake in November and will be checked periodically
for juvenile perch.

Whakaweku ready to be deployed

If these devices are successful in aggregating perch, they could be one
of the few ways to remove invasive perch from the lake. Previous
studies by the university show that Rotokare hosts ~180,000 perch, a
population that may be adversely affecting our lake environs in multiple
ways (such as possibly increasing the occurrence of cyanobacteria/
algal blooms in the summer). Considering this impact, managing perch
populations here would be a positive step towards restoring the lake.
Submerged whakaweku marked by a buoy

Education Update

10 Years of Rotokare Education
Our Education Programme was launched in 2009. Since then, we have hosted

•

16,187

83.6%

•

Walkway Development

November 2019
Hihi Monitoring

Education and Engagement

students from Taranaki
•
Kiwi Monitoring
and Whanganui

of all Taranaki
schools

Activities
416 Ongoing37

Every Week
ECE visitors
Rotokare
Hihi Sugar-Water
Feed-out
Ambassadors
Fence Check Routine

•
Term 4 School Bookings
Check inRoutine
Big thanks to our many volunteers, sponsors, school teachers and students, fellowTrap
educators
conservation
• and sustainability,
22nd: Troy Kingi
@Eltham—Rotokare
managing
bar
as
fundraiser
and our Taranaki community for supporting our love for nativeSite
wildlife
and allowing us
Maintenance
to share it with you. Here’s to another 10 years of learning more about
ourWorking
native taonga!
Sunday
Bee (9.00am—

12.00pm)

December 2019
Curious Minds: Fish Food & Fringes
•
Hihi Monitoring
2019
theMonitoring
development of a ‘Fish Food & Fringes’ Curious Minds project, led by MAIN Trust NZ at Lake
• saw
Kiwi
Rotokare and Nowell’s Lake, Hāwera. Students from Hāwera High School, Ngaere School, and Rawhitiroa
•
Walkway Development
School collected invertebrate samples from our lake fringe every month with pitfall traps, they sorted and
•
Grounds
labelled
them,
andMaintenance
determine trends in invertebrate populations through the year. Our local schools compared
• populations
Tracking Tunnel
(Christmas / New Year)
bug
at Monitoring
a predator-free
Rotokare with those from predator-dense
Nowell’s Lake. The students found
significant differences between the two
locations, especially in the winter when
•
Hihi Monitoring
bug activity was low—there were still lots
Monitoringbut none found at
of •bugs Kiwi
at Rotokare
•
Grounds
Maintenance
Nowell’s
Lake! The
students summarised
and
their
findings
late last(Christmas
year
• presented
Tracking
Tunnel
Monitoring
/ New Year)
Sampling
invertebrates
Ngaere School presents its results
to 14
conclude
the project.
th
School
Holiday Programme—Survival Game

January 2020

22nd

Rotokare Holiday Programme

School Holiday Programme—Leafy Forest Art Programme

Survival Game

Treasure Hunt

The ultimate game of tag
in the forest

Race around the lake to
discover taonga

Look out for advertising
during 2020 for this highenergy education activity

Look for advertising during
2020 for this fun discovery
focused education activity

Ages 8+

Ages 6+
in teams of 3-4

$5 per child

$5 per child

No charge for adults

No charge for adults

For any information, please contact Ash at 06 764 8500 or educator@rotokare.org.nz

If you are keen in construction and track maintenance,
biosecurity monitoring (tracking tunnels, trap work),
biodiversity monitoring (feeding hihi, feeding pāteke, bird
surveys), planting, education, and helping with public
relations, cleaning, or even donating a cooked meal for our
working bees, then get in touch with us at
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

Community Focus

2019 was an amazing year for our community. Between July 2018 and
June 2019, volunteers contributed 10,149 hours at Rotokare, and clocked
in 8,753 hours during 2019 on fieldwork alone. We are proud and thankful
to have such incredible help and support!

Community News and Events

2019 Volunteer fieldwork
Hours

Eltham Districts School Reunion

A breakdown of volunteer contribution
in Rotokare activities between
July 2018 and June 2019

Summer Lake Recreation

Community Fun Day at Hāwera

New Office Building
In June 2019 we shifted an old, disused office building on
-site to increase office-space - with 6 staff working at
Rotokare (including the TKKR Kiwi Ranger as part of the
partnership with Taranaki Kiwi Trust), and a need for work
-stations for volunteers and researchers, we required
some more room. This development has also created
more communal space for volunteers and staff to share,
and a covered entranceway for school-bags, coats and
footwear. In addition, a major upgrade of our computer
hardware, software and network hubs have been completed. Thanks to Eltham Construction for their generous
help, Beach Energy for donating computers, and 4U
Computer Solutions for a generous IT-upgrade sponsorship! Also, a huge thanks to many amazing volunteers!

Volunteers painting new office exterior

We seek your help!

Rotokare Wish List

Help Us

The Rotokare team works hard to deliver significant
Our wish list contains particular items that would conservation and community outcomes. Can you help?
help staff and volunteers do their tasks better—we
Contributing wish list items
welcome donations and contributions of the •
following:
•
Donating towards running costs & current projects
•

Slim plastic clipboards x 12

•

Pole Loppers x 2

•

Skill Saw (electric)

•

Fiskars Extended Loppers x 4

•

Lightweight Forestry Ladders x 2

•

Estwing Hammers x2

•

Good quality cordless power drill

•

Wall Clock (for the kitchen)

•

Donations towards tea, coffee,
refreshments, and snacks for volunteers
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•

Volunteering at our Sunday working bees
(9am—12pm, with free lunch!)

•

Becoming “Friends of the Lake” (FOL) with a
$30-$50 annual donation for news, updates, and
invites to special events

Contact us at 06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
Address: PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

www.rotokare.org.nz

06 764 8500

